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Abstract: Energy consumption of data centers increased continously during the last
decades. As current techniques for improving their energy efficiency are usually lim-
ited to one type of data center components, it is difficult to employ them for a holistic
optimization which may utilize synergies between all components. This paper intro-
duces architecture and working principles of the novel energy management system
CAESARA that applies a holistic view for evaluating an energy-efficient virtual ma-
chine placement in current virtualization environments for minimizing the number of
running energy-consuming physical machines. In contrast to existing solutions, our
placement algorithm does not only aggregate load to a minimum number of servers - it
also discovers which servers act as most energy-efficient migration targets in conjunc-
tion with their environment (e.g. their cooling equipment). This paper presents the
architecture of CAESARA and defines properties for an energy-efficient virtual ma-
chine placement algorithm. As the placement algorithm uses an energy-aware metric,
it is the basis for an innovative system, which may optimize the energy efficiency of
data centers in a holistic way by including any infrastructural energy consumption.

1 Introduction

The global energy consumption of IT equipment is steadily rising and produces an increas-

ing portion of global energy production. Currently, data centers consume about 1.5 % of

global electricity production, whereby their total energy usage has almost tripled between

2000 and 2010 (which corresponds to a rise of about 12 % per year) [Koo08][Koo11].

The increasing demand of computational power, especially in current Grid- and Cloud-

Computing environments, is an important reason for the rising number of running com-

puters as well as increasing energy consumption.

Due to the gain of carbon dioxide pollution in our environment, rising energy costs and

the future high-growth IT market, approaches are needed to improve energy efficiency of

the entire IT. Some methods, e.g. effective reuse of waste heat, correct dimensioning of IT

components and employing energy-efficient hardware are state-of-the-art. Demand-driven
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adaptation of some IT resources is already deployed in a few areas of IT (e.g. computa-

tional resources in Cloud Computing). However, a holistic approach for demand-driven

adaptation of all data center components, which would benefit from synergies between the

components, is still missing. Such an approach opens a challenging field of research as the

complexity of the underlying algorithms is tremendous.

In the present paper a novel approach is introduced which may be the basis for such a

holistic adaptation of data center components depending on load situation within the data

center. We propose the architecture of an energy management system (CAESARA - Com-

bined Architecture for Energy Saving by Auto-adaptive Resource Allocation), that adapts

performance and power consumption of all server systems including their air conditioning.

A uniform metric quantifying an optimum power condition while considering all com-

ponents is an important prerequisite for such an integral control. This contribution will

firstly introduce the general architecture of CAESARA. Later it focuses on properties for

a placement algorithm which dynamically aggregates virtual machines on few servers by

employing real energy consumption of physical and virtual machines as metric and thus,

is the basis for even incorporating the energy consumption of data center infrastructure

devices such as air conditioning systems.

2 Related Work

To improve the energy efficiency of today’s data centers, there are couple of methods that

can be grouped into eight dimensions according to recommendations of the German Fed-

eral Ministry of Environment, Nature Conservation, and Nuclear Safety (BMU) [Fed10]:

(1) applications and data, (2) virtualization, (3) IT hardware, (4) uninterruptable power

supply, (5) air conditioning, (6) building planning and heat reuse, (7) purchasing power,

and last but not least (8) management and accounting of energy efficiency. As methods for

improving the energy efficiency in these eight fields are usually proposed independently of

each other, currently a holistic optimization is complex and only feasible with appropriate

knowledge by the data center operator. CAESARA has the goal to acquire such a holistic

optimization automatically and to employ load migration techniques in conjunction with

cooling power estimation. Existing approaches that only use load migration for improving

energy efficiency are presented in the following.

Energy-efficient placement of virtual machines in large-scale Cloud Computing environ-

ments has become an essential research problem. One solution - EnaCloud [LLH+09] -

allows dynamic application live placement by considering energy efficiency in a Cloud

platform. It supports application scheduling and live migration to minimize the number of

running machines for saving energy.

In [VAN08] the authors present a framework, named pMapper, that tries to aggregate

virtual machines onto a few servers by considering migration costs and estimated electrical

energy consumption after migration. The authors conclude that guessing the future energy

consumption is very difficult and vague. Thus, they use a simplified energy model not

taking real energy consumptions into account. This seems to be a good approach but as
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we will show later in this contribution, it prevents a holistic optimization solution.

Current hypervisors usually have some add-ons for better utilization of resources in port-

folio, e.g. vMotion by VMware is designed for right-sizing the IT infrastructure in case

of dynamically changing demand [VMw08]. The tool’s algorithm for target decision con-

siders load of source and destination physical machine and free resources (memory and

CPU) at the destination host for a best possible live migration of virtual machines.

In analogue to VMware, XenServer by Citrix [bCS12] reduces power consumption by

dynamic server consolidation. XenServer’s Host Power Management takes advantage of

embedded hardware features to reduce data center electricity consumption by dynami-

cally consolidating virtual machines on few systems and then powering off underutilized

servers.

3 Energy Management System CAESARA

The work presented in this contribution is part of a joint project between industry and

the University of Rostock. Goal of this project is the improvement of data center en-

ergy efficiency by enhancing utilization of physical data center components using dynamic

load migration between devices within the data center (e.g. live migration of virtual ma-

chines between physical server systems). Depending on load and environmental param-

eters within the data center, the best placement of virtual machines (VMs) and storage

data and a suitable configuration of the air conditioning systems as well as systems of the

building automation is calculated in a dynamic and holistic way [VT10].

For collecting all necessary data as well as for calculating such an energy-efficient configu-

ration, a central CAESARA appliance is used, which is a dedicated system within the data

center. This contribution introduces the CAESARA architecture and especially focuses

properties of a placement algorithm for computational load using a metric that estimates

real energy consumption of server systems as well as data center infrastructure based on

load situations.

In the following, data center resources are shortly presented as they may be observed and

controlled by the CAESARA architecture.

Computing Resources In this context computing resources are mainly server systems.

Server usually consume up to 40 % of total energy used in data centers [Fed10]. CAE-

SARA employs state-of-the-art virtualization solutions for controlling and migrating load

between computing resources. It acquires load information by using a small agent software

(as a distributed part of CAESARA) that is installed within the hypervisor of every phys-

ical server. Thus, CPU and memory load of any virtual machine (VM) is collected by the

operating system interface in order to forward this data to the CAESARA appliance. Ad-

ditionally, power consumption measurements are used to acquire the power consumption

of the physical system in dependency of load. After finding an energy-efficient placement

of VMs by the CAESARA appliance, the agent receives data packets in return that instruct
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a load redestribution by live migration to other computers. Live migration enables VMs

to be transferred at runtime to the calculated target servers while transparantly continuing

the execution.

The agent software is based on libvirt, which is an abstraction layer for a large number of

virtualization solutions. Thus, it runs on top of the most popular hypervisor systems, such

as Xen [Xen12], KVM [bVMfLoxh12], and VMware [VVSfDfPS12].

Any unused servers, which don’t execute VMs anymore, are then be switched off or sus-

pended to energy-saving modes. This is done by the agent software after getting a suspend

data packet from the CAESARA appliance. In case of increasing load, CAESARA reen-

ables these computing resources. Currently, this is achieved by employing Wake-on-LAN

packets, sent by the CAESARA appliance, which may wake up a computer when receiving

it over the network. Other wake-up-solutions deploy network-controllable power distribu-

tion units to switch on server systems.

Air Conditioning Systems Current cooling systems consume up to 50 percent of the

total energy consumption of data centers [Fed10]. CAESARA manages current load in-

formation of all computing resources and thus, realizes an estimation of energy consump-

tion of these resources based on knowledge about their energy consumption as a function

of load. As the majority of the electrical power of IT systems is converted into heat, the

IT energy consumption correlates with heat production. Having further knowledge about

the physical environment of IT systems (server area size, distribution of IT resources on

this area, and room height), which is stored in a local administrator-managed database,

CAESARA can estimate the amount of currently necessary cooling capacity of the air

conditioning system for integrating into an energy-efficient VM placement algorithm as

it is proposed in the next Section. Furthermore, the cooling estimation can be used to

properly adapt the cooling power of air conditioning systems to the current demand.

4 CAESARA Software Architecture

The software architecture of CAESARA generally consists of two components: one E-

Server for the data center which is a central software system running on the CAESARA

appliance and a couple of E-Clients for any data center component which are e.g. the

upper-mentioned agents running on the hypervisor hosts. Both components communicate

using a web service interface which is adapted to the requirements of embedded systems

(WS4D [Web12]). An E-Client collects load information and controls the power charac-

teristics of its corresponding component. For computing ressources the E-Client normally

is executed as software within the virtualization hypervisor. The E-Server stores all col-

lected information in a database and computes an energy-optimized load placement. The

evaluation of that placement is acquired by the software component Decision Agent as

shown in Figure 1. As it clearly can be seen, the data flow between E-Clients and E-Server

is circular resulting in an iterative optimization.

For optimizing the energy consumption of a data center in a holistic way, CAESARA is
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Figure 1: CAESARA Software Architecture

based on a configuration algorithm, referred to as Live Load Placement Algorithm (LLPA)

which uses current load information of virtual machines to estimate an energy-efficient

VM placement whereas estimated cooling power may also be included in the VM place-

ment strategy. This holistic approach might find the best VM placement even in data

centers with varying air-conditioning concepts in different rooms.

4.1 Properties of Live Load Placement Algorithm

In the following three important properties of the LLPA are presented and described:

Energy-aware Metric Current solutions for dynamically aggregating load within a data

center and reducing the number of running hosts usually employ the free CPU and

memory capacities of hosts and the demand of virtual machines for deciding which

host is the best suiting one for a live migration. This is a way of reducing the energy

consumption but it definitely does not find the most energy-efficient configuration as

it even does not look at the energy consumptions at all. There may be another host

that consumes less energy when executing that VM. CAESARA solves this problem

by acquiring real power consumption measurements for decision. This property is

called energy awareness. Furthermore, when employing real energy consumption

for evaluating a data center configuration, it is easier to integrate other data center

components in a holistic way. A measurable energy amount is consumed by every

component whereas e.g. load characteristics of different device types are rarely

comparable.

Consumption-estimative As any change of configuration in the data center produces

costs (e.g. additional energy consumption or lower service quality), the number of

changes has to be minimized. Therefore, the configuration algorithm should eval-

uate the best possible configuration by estimating its goodness before change. Our

placement algorithm chooses a target system from a number of possible candidates
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for a virtual machine migration that has the lowest estimated power consumption

when executing this virtual machine. The developed energy consumption estima-

tion mechanism for VMs uses hardware and software components to measure the

actual VM loads and corresponding whole system power consumption. As the re-

sources processor (CPU), hard disk drive (HDD), and network interface controller

(NIC) have an influence on power consumption, they are observed regarding to the

type and duration of its utilization by a certain VM. Furthermore, these resources

can be analyzed relatively easy by the E-Client on the hypervisor without needing

to install an agent to the guest virtual machines. Other components like memory ac-

cesses also influence the energy consumption and will be respected by the presented

approach to a certain degree. Based on individual energy models for each VM, their

energy consumption as part of the total measured power consumption of the system

can be calculated.

Total power consumption of a computer system comprises a CPU (PC), HDD (PH ),

NIC (PN ), and idle part (PIdle) as well as some other components’ consumptions

which are firstly ignored. The latter corresponds to energy consumption while the

system has no load. Thus, the power consumption can be seen as a sum of the partial

consumptions of its components. As the consumption of components is not always a

simple function of the load, our energy model approximates the energy consumption

by polynomial regression methods with varying degrees of the polynomial function.

Independent variables of our regression function are observable resource utilizations

(CPU: xC , HDD: xH , NIC: xN ). This principle of modeling energy consumption is

illustrated in the following equation.

PSys = PC + PH + PN + PIdle

= a1,C ∗ xC + a2,C ∗ x
2
C + ...+ am,C ∗ x

m
C + bC

+a1,H ∗ xH + a2,H ∗ x
2
H + ...+ am,H ∗ x

m
H + bH

+a1,N ∗ xN + a2,N ∗ x
2
N + ...+ am,N ∗ x

m
N + bN

+PIdle

For estimating the power consumption of virtual machines in dependency of their

load, our estimation system acquires system related parameters during two phases.

The first phase (init phase) has to be started on every host before running any VM on

the hosts (thus, at startup time of the physical machine) and is deployed to evaluate

the ai,j-parameters for the physical machine (PM). These PM specific parameters

specify the power consumption of a physical machine in dependency of its load

regardless of any virtual machine running on that physical host. Thus, after the first

phase, a rough estimation of power consumption can be calculated as the overall

load of a physical host can be estimated to a certain degree by knowledge about

the load characteristics of all virtual machines. A more detailed view on power

consumption is assembled by constantly measuring the energy consumption of the

physical systems in dependency of the load situations within the virtual machines

during the second phase (runtime phase). Thus, the same parameters, which are

acquired for a physical machine during the init phase, are now calculated for any
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virtual machine on every host (VM specific parameters). Further details about the

algorithm can be found in [WVT12].

For validating the accuracy of our power estimation we performed measurements

on various platforms. Figure 2 shows the results measured on an AMD Phenom II

X6 1090T (6 Cores @ 3,2 GHz) with 12 GByte DDR3 main memory. The bottom

picture of Figure 2 depicts the estimated and measured energy consumption of a

physical host while changing the load of three hosted virtual machines. The load

variations of the virtual machines are shown in the upper picture of Figure 2. In our

test measurements estimated (PEST ) and measured (PMEAS) consumption differ

by only 1.1 % in average. Thus, consumption estimation is a valuable way to re-

duce the number of necessary live migrations by computing an energy-efficient VM

placement before actually configuring it. It is therefore a necessary property of an

energy-efficient VM placement algorithm.

Figure 2: Predicted and measured energy consumption of a server hosting virtual machines with
changing load

Proactive When only substantiating configuration information on current load situations,

sudden load increase may lead to an overload problem. This problem can be reduced

by predicting future load situations. This can be achieved e.g. by using autocorre-

lation techniques which detect cycles within the load. Such cycles are the basis for

future load estimation.

CAESARA currently implements an energy-aware and consumption-estimative placement

algorithm for finding an energy-efficient placement of virtual machines. As the placement
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problem of virtual machines can be reduced to the bin-packing problem known from com-

plexity theory, it is NP-hard. Thus, evaluating the most energy-efficient placement leads to

high computation effort which may not be feasible in every data center. The problem size

(number of physical and virtual machines) may be quite high especially in current large

data centers. For reducing this complexity, CAESARA implements a greedy heuristic

(LLPA - Live Load Placement Algorithm) which is shortly described in the following.

The LLPA is a greedy algorithm which calculates the next system’s state depending only

on the current state. Thus, if a new virtual machine is started the system evaluates which of

the currently running hosts has the lowest additional energy consumption when executing

this virtual machine. Basic conditions like the free CPU and memory capacity have to be

taken into account as well before starting a live migration. Eventually, a new physical host

has to be started up in case that all running servers are highly loaded. The calculation of en-

ergy consumption may also include secondary energy consumptions as e.g. energy which

is necessary for cooling the hardware. Furthermore, the system checks for any running

VM after a user-defined time span if it is still running on the most energy-efficient host.

This has to be done as load variations in the VMs may result in a necessary configuration

changes.

5 Energy-Saving Potential

A first version of the CAESARA VM placement considering real energy consumptions

of servers in conjunction with CPU and memory capacities was currently tested in a non-

productive test environment with up to 5 server systems. Because of the dynamic on-

demand allocation of novel server systems and the used live migration techniques it was

possible to increase the load on the machines up to 95 % without getting into trouble. As

conventional virtualized data centers operate the server systems at about 70 to 80 % load,

this corresponds to a load increase of about 20 % using our approach which leads to about

20 % less server systems and the appropriate cooling power. However, until now only

synthetical workloads have been employed which leads to the question if the results are

transferable to real world scenarios. In future, it has to be analyzed how the algorithm

behaves with real world workloads as they may have other load variations.

6 Conclusion

This contribution introduced a novel approach for holistically optimizing data centers by

dynamic on-demand adaptation of resources. As current energy-optimizing systems only

consider dedicated resource types, CAESARA tries to integrate all components into one

metric.

It has been demonstrated that the complexity of such a system is tremendous which usually

leads to NP-complete optimization problems. It has also been shown a greedy heuristic

for VM placement that uses an energy-aware and consumption-estimative metric with a
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complexity far lower than NP. This metric finds a local optimum for physical hosts that

are executing the currently running virtual machines in an energy-efficient manner. As

the heuristic uses real energy consumption values for evaluation, an easy integration of

secondary energy consumption of the data center infrastructure is possible.

Currently CAESARA has only been tested with synthetic workloads. For a significant val-

uation of energy-savings using CAESARA the test has to be repeated with real workload

scenarios. This will be one of our next steps within this project.
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